HPS Scenario Template - Anaphylaxis

State 1 vitals and condition:
[Baseline
[Normal status
[
Transition to state ________ when ________.

State 2 vitals and condition:
[Beginning anaphylaxis
[breath sounds wheezing. Slight shunt. Decreasing blood pressure.
[increased bronchial resistance.
[
Transition to state ___3___ when ___after 60 seconds__.  
5 when Epi given

State 3 vitals and condition:
[Moderate anaphylaxis
[more shunt. Lower blood pressure.
[
[
Transition to state _______4_____ when _______after 60 seconds___.  
5 when Epi given

State 4 vitals and condition:
[Severe anaphylaxis
[very high shunt (30% or more). Very low pressure(75/35).
[possibly add an arrest state if untreated (?)
[
Transition to state __________ when __________.

State 5 vitals and condition:
[Epi given - recovering
[vitals improve over 1-2 minutes
[
[
Transition to state __________ when __________.

State 6 vitals and condition:
[
[
[
[
Transition to state __________ when __________.